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SUMMARY 47 

Osteoarthritis (OA), which carries an enormous disease burden across the world, is 48 

characterised by irreversible degeneration of articular cartilage (AC), and subsequently bone. 49 

The cellular cause of OA is unknown. Here, using lineage tracing in mice, we show that the 50 
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BMP-antagonist Gremlin 1 (Grem1) marks a novel chondrogenic progenitor (CP) cell 51 

population in the articular surface that generates joint cartilage and subchondral bone during 52 

development and adulthood. Notably, this CP population is depleted in injury-induced OA, 53 

and with age. OA is also induced by toxin-mediated ablation of Grem1 CP cells in young 54 

mice. Transcriptomic analysis and functional modelling in mice revealed articular surface 55 

Grem1-lineage cells are dependent on Foxo1; ablation of Foxo1 in Grem1-lineage cells led to 56 

early OA. This analysis identified FGFR3 signalling as a therapeutic target, and injection of 57 

its activator, FGF18, caused proliferation of Grem1-lineage CP cells, increased cartilage 58 

thickness, and reduced OA pathology. We propose that OA arises from the loss of CP cells at 59 

the articular surface secondary to an imbalance in progenitor cell homeostasis and present a 60 

new progenitor population as a locus for OA therapy. 61 

 62 

INTRODUCTION 63 

OA is the most common articular disease of the developed world, affecting 10 percent of 64 

people over the age of 60 (Pereira et al., 2011). All tissues of the joint are affected including 65 

loss of AC, subchondral bone remodelling, osteophyte formation, synovial inflammation and 66 

joint capsule fibrosis, accompanied by instability, pain and disability (Madisen et al., 2010), 67 

necessitating joint replacement in 8-11% of patients with knee OA (Hunter and Bierma-68 

Zeinstra, 2019). There is no cure for OA and existing treatments involve pain management 69 

and lifestyle modification (Maiese, 2016). There are several mouse models that induce OA 70 

via the surgical destabilization of medial meniscus (DMM) or collagenase-induced injury to 71 

destabilize tendons and ligaments (collagenase-induced OA, or CIOA). However, these 72 

models are descriptive, and the cellular pathophysiology of OA remains unknown.   73 

Articular cartilage is formed by chondrocytes that secrete a rich extracellular matrix (ECM) 74 

with high proteoglycan content, to allow effective movement between two bones (Gannon et 75 
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al., 2015; Helminen et al., 2000). Unlike the growth plate (GP) cartilage, AC is a permanent 76 

tissue that requires the support of self-renewing progenitor cells to repopulate resident 77 

chondrocytes (Creamer and Hochberg, 1997; Felson et al., 2000; Gannon et al., 2015; 78 

Harrison et al., 1953; Hashimoto et al., 2008; Li et al., 2017). AC has limited regenerative 79 

capacity upon injury, mechanical stress or in old age, with AC loss being a key feature of OA 80 

(Gannon et al., 2015; Kraus et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 2020).  81 

Several groups, including ours, have described novel skeletal stem cells (Bianco and Robey, 82 

2015) (SSC) based on immunophenotype (Chan et al., 2015) or lineage tracing (Worthley et 83 

al., 2015) that give rise to bone, cartilage and stroma but not fat lineages. Independently, a 84 

bone-fat (but not cartilage) progenitor cell population, marked by the expression of the Leptin 85 

Receptor (Lepr), was identified within the marrow (Zhou et al., 2014). The bone-cartilage-86 

stromal progenitors in the growth plate and the bone-fat progenitors in the marrow express 87 

different markers (Grem1 and Lepr, respectively) and have different fates during 88 

development and repair. Our initial study (Worthley et al., 2015) focused on Grem1-lineage 89 

tissue-resident SSCs in the GP of mice. A subsequent study found that tissue-resident SSC 90 

can be activated to make AC using microfractures in conjunction with BMP and VEGF 91 

signalling; however, the location of these AC-forming SSCs remained unknown, and these 92 

stimuli appeared to generate only cartilage, not subchondral bone (Murphy et al., 2020). Here, 93 

we show that a unique population of Grem1-lineage chondrogenic progenitor (CP) cells, 94 

distinct from GP-resident SCCs, resides on the articular surface, and generates AC (and, in 95 

later stages, subchondral bone). We focused on the fate and function of these articular surface 96 

CP cells during aging, and upon OA-inducing injury. We find that during aging, and in two 97 

independent models of OA-inducing injury (DMM and CIOA), this CP Grem1-lineage is lost 98 

through apoptosis. Toxin-mediated ablation of these CPs in young mice also caused OA. 99 

Single cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) of Grem1 expressing cells at the articular surface 100 
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revealed distinct molecular features of Grem1-lineage cells and FGFR3 agonists as potential 101 

therapeutic targets for Grem1-lineage CP cell maintenance and expansion. The FGFR3 ligand, 102 

FGF18 (the active agent in Sprifermin) is currently in human clinical trial for OA treatment 103 

(Hochberg et al., 2019). Injection of FGF18 into injured joints increased the number of 104 

Grem1-lineage CP cells (but not mitosis in hypertrophic chondrocytes) and ameliorated OA 105 

pathology. Our study thus identifies a novel, previously unknown cellular locus for OA 106 

pathophysiology and therapy, and posits that OA is a disease caused by CP cell loss at the 107 

articular surface.  108 

 109 

RESULTS 110 

Grem1 CP cells are depleted in OA  111 

Focusing our studies on the knee joint of adult mice, we observed two anatomically distinct 112 

populations in the AC and GP marked by Grem1-lineage tracing (Figure 1A). Physically 113 

these were separated in the femur by 800-1900 microns. As such, we first determined if the 114 

articular Grem1-lineage cells were affected under OA disease conditions. OA is predisposed 115 

by injuries that destabilise the periarticular tissues of a joint (Haq et al., 2003). Here we used 116 

two models of induced OA in mice, involving surgical DMM or collagenase VII degradation 117 

of intra-articular stabilising ligaments (CIOA), to examine the fate of Grem1 lineage cells, 118 

Lepr bone marrow derived-mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) and articular chondrocytes 119 

marked by Acan in OA. Rosa-TdTomato reporter mice crossed with Grem1-creERT, Acan-120 

creERT and Lepr-cre (a constitutive Cre line), henceforth termed Grem1-TdT, Acan-TdT and 121 

Lepr-TdT mice respectively, labelled Grem1-, Acan- and Lepr- lineages. The inducible Cre 122 

lines, Acan-TdT and Grem1-TdT, were administered tamoxifen at 8 to 10 weeks of age, with 123 

DMM surgery (Figure S1A) performed 2 weeks later. Lepr-TdT mice of similar age had 124 

DMM surgery for comparison (Figure 1B). DMM surgery results in a significant decrease in 125 
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proliferating cells in both the superficial and non-calcified zones of the AC (Figure S1B). 126 

OA pathology was confirmed by loss of proteoglycans, surface fibrillation (Figure 1C) and 127 

osteophyte formation (Figure 1D). Quantification of the total percentage of Acan, Grem1 and 128 

Lepr traced AC cells at the site of proteoglycan loss showed a significant decrease in the 129 

Grem1-lineage population only (Figure 1E and 1F). This suggested Grem1 AC 130 

chondrocytes may be important in preventing the progression of OA by secretion of 131 

proteoglycans, a process critical to maintaining AC integrity and protection from daily 132 

mechanical insult. The absence of lineage-traced cells in the AC of Lepr-TdT mice is 133 

consistent with a prior study (Zhou et al., 2014) and suggested that the primary role of the 134 

Lepr-lineage is in the haematopoietic niche in diaphyseal bone marrow (Ding et al., 2012; 135 

Mendez-Ferrer et al., 2010). Notably, the persistence of Acan AC chondrocytes in DMM 136 

animals suggests that the initial stage of OA is not due to total chondrocyte loss, but rather is 137 

specific to the loss of the Grem1-lineage CP population. In the CIOA model (Figure 1G), we 138 

observed more severe OA pathology as expected (Botter et al., 2008). As with DMM, 139 

Grem1-TdT CIOA mice exhibited significant loss of Grem1-lineage CP cells through 140 

apoptosis, decreased AC thickness and increased OA pathology (Glasson et al., 2010) 141 

compared to PBS injected animals (Figure 1H-K and S1C). This suggested Grem1-lineage 142 

articular surface CP cells may be important in the pathophysiology of OA.  143 

 144 

Grem1 marks a chondrogenic progenitor population in the AC with osteoblastic lineage 145 

potential  146 

Given that OA models were characterised by loss of Grem1-lineage CP cells, we tested 147 

whether Grem1-lineage CP cells were a resident stem-progenitor cell for normal articular 148 

cartilage post-natal development and maintenance. Grem1-TdT and Acan-TdT mice were 149 

administered tamoxifen at postnatal day 4 to 6 before sacrifice with age matched Lepr-TdT 150 
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mice, to determine the contribution of each lineage to the AC (Figure 2A). Grem1-lineage 151 

CP cells were immediately observed within the cartilaginous epiphysis and meniscus after a 152 

week, and had given rise to 39.4% of the AC. In later stages of development, we found the 153 

Grem1-lineage CP cells also generated osteoblasts in subchondral bone, and in one month 154 

had populated the entire joint structure, including 30.7% of the AC (Figure 2B). A partially 155 

overlapping distribution of AC cells was observed with Acan progeny (Figure 2B). In 156 

contrast, Lepr-lineage cells (Pittenger et al., 1999) were not evident within the AC but were 157 

found as perisinusoidal cells in the bone marrow, consistent with a previous report (Ding et 158 

al., 2012) (Figure S2B). Immunofluorescence staining at 20 weeks (Figure 2C and S2A) 159 

showed that Grem1 and Acan cells gave rise to SOX9+ and hypertrophic COLX+ 160 

chondrocytes, as well as OCN+ osteoblasts. In contrast, Lepr cells only gave rise to OCN+ 161 

osteoblasts, very occasional SOX9+ chondrocytes and no COLX+ chondrocytes (Figure 2C 162 

and S2A).  163 

 164 

Grem1-lineage cells have multilineage differential potential 165 

To further analyse the clonogenic and differentiation potential of Grem1-lineage CP cells in 166 

the early adult knee ex vivo, Grem1-TdT and Acan-TdT mice were administered tamoxifen at 167 

6 weeks of age and knee joints harvested 2 weeks later (Figure 3A). Grem1 labelled specific 168 

articular surface cells (Figure 3B) overlapping with, but more limited than, the total Acan 169 

chondrocyte population (Figure S3B). These Grem1- and Acan-traced cells from the AC of 170 

the tibiofemoral joint were isolated via flow cytometry and plated at clonal density (Figure 171 

3C). As Lepr cells were not found in the AC (Figure S2B), a Lepr comparable population 172 

was not available for this GP cartilage excluded experiment. Grem1-lineage articular CP 173 

clones could be serially propagated, while Acan clones lost serial propagation (Figure 3C). 174 

Grem1 expression was also significantly higher in Acan clones capable of in vitro expansion 175 
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compared to those that were not (Figure S3A), suggesting Grem1 expression correlated with 176 

self-renewal in vitro. Of the Grem1- and Acan-lineage clones that underwent >3 passages, no 177 

significant difference in CFU-F efficiency was observed (Figure 3D). When subjected to 178 

multilineage differentiation, both adult Grem1- and Acan-lineage clones gave rise to 179 

osteogenic (alizarin red stain+) and chondrogenic (alcian blue stain+), but not adipogenic (oil 180 

red O stain+) progeny (Figure 3E and S3C), consistent with previous studies on postnatal 181 

whole bone populations (Worthley et al., 2015) (Figure 3F). A significantly greater 182 

percentage of Grem1-lineage clones were capable of osteogenic differentiation compared to 183 

Acan-lineage clones (100% vs 25%).  184 

 Normal AC development and maintenance requires both interstitial and appositional 185 

growth of the AC (Li et al., 2017). Using long-term cell fate tracing of adult Grem1-lineage 186 

cells in vivo, we observed these cells contributing to progenitor populations in the superficial 187 

zone of the AC and with a significant increase in the percentage of Grem1-lineage cells 188 

within the calcified zone of the AC with age (Figure 3G and 3H).  189 

 190 

Grem1-lineage articular CP cells are lost with age 191 

To measure the longevity of Grem1 lineage cells within the tibiofemoral joint, 6-week-old 192 

Grem1-TdT mice were administered tamoxifen in early adulthood and analysed during aging 193 

(Figure 4A). Quantification of fluorescence images showed a significant decrease in Grem1-194 

lineage articular CP cells from young to aged adult mice (Figure 4B and 4C). This is 195 

consistent with other studies looking at the presence and regenerative capacity of skeletal 196 

stem cells in aged animals (Ambrosi et al., 2021; Murphy et al., 2020). The reduced 197 

regenerative capacity of the AC with age is due, at least in part, to reduced Grem1-lineage 198 

articular CP cells and chondrocyte proliferation (Figure S4A and S4B). We next examined 199 

whether Grem1-lineage CP cells persist in the aging knee by administration of tamoxifen to 200 
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Grem1-TdT mice at 29 weeks-of-age, in comparison to postnatal (week 1) or early adulthood 201 

(6 weeks), and visualisation of lineage traced cells two weeks later (Figure 4D). Grem1-202 

lineage cell number decreased significantly with increasing adult age, with only <0.4% of 203 

total articular surface cells being Grem1-lineage cells in early middle-age (Figure 4E and 204 

4F). At this stage, Grem1-lineage cells were mainly observed in the subchondral marrow 205 

space and occasionally in the retained but no longer actively growing GP (Figure S4C).  206 

 207 

Targeted ablation of Grem1 cells causes OA  208 

We have previously examined the role of Grem1-lineage cells in postnatal skeletogenesis 209 

using a diphtheria toxin ablation model (Grem1-creERT;R26-LSL-ZsGreen;R26-LSL-DTA), 210 

in which the Grem1-lineage was incompletely ablated(Worthley et al., 2015). Nevertheless, 211 

post-natal ablation of Grem1-lineage cells led to significantly reduced femoral bone volume 212 

by microCT after two weeks, with reduced trabecular bone as quantified by histology 213 

(Worthley et al., 2015). To increase the efficiency of Grem1-lineage ablation and investigate 214 

the consequences of adult Grem1 CP cell loss in the AC, we first generated a new Grem1-215 

DTR-TdTomato knock in mouse model (Grem1-DTR-Td) in which Grem1 cells express the 216 

TdTomato reporter and Diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR), thus making them susceptible to 217 

diphtheria toxin (DT) ablation. These mice were administered 2 doses of DT intra-articularly 218 

at 5 to 6 weeks of age and sacrificed 3 days later (Figure 5A and S5A). This induced a 219 

significant reduction in Grem1 CP cell number in the AC but not GP (Figure 5B, 5C and 220 

S5B), increased COLX+ articular chondrocytes and increased blinded OA pathology scoring 221 

in DT treated Grem1-DTR-TdTomato mice compared to age-matched control groups (Figure 222 

5D and 5E). This increase in OA score with Grem1-cell ablation was predominantly due to 223 

cartilage hypertrophy, proteoglycan loss and structural damage, with a lesser contribution 224 

from meniscus pathology and subchondral vascular invasion and zero scoring from 225 
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subchondral bone sclerosis or osteophyte changes (Figure 5F-5J). To confirm the role for 226 

adult Grem1 CP cells in OA we utilised a second transgenic mouse model of targeted cell 227 

ablation generated by mating Grem1-TdT mice to Rosa-iDTR mice to create Grem1-228 

TdTomato-iDTR mice (Grem1-creERT;DTR). DTR expression on Grem1-lineage cells was 229 

induced by tamoxifen administration at 4 weeks of age, followed by local ablation of Grem1-230 

lineage AC cells by intra-articular injection of DT at 8-weeks-old for 2 weeks, before animals 231 

were sacrificed at 26 weeks (Figure S5C). Analysis of OA pathology and quantification of 232 

Grem1-lineage articular surface CP cells showed a significant loss in Grem1-lineage AC cells 233 

concomitant with worsened OA pathology, including a reduction in AC thickness (Figure 234 

S5D and S5E). Together our data confirmed that Grem1-lineage CP cells are normal 235 

progenitor cells that are lost in aging and in mechanical trauma that causes OA and their 236 

depletion directly results in OA.  237 

While we showed that loss of  Grem1-lineage CP cells is an early event in OA (Figure 1) and 238 

in turn also causes OA (Figure 5, S5D-E), we considered the possibility that OA may also be 239 

caused by the death or degeneration of Grem1-lineage, mature Acan-expressing chondrocytes. 240 

Previous studies noted that ablation of chondrocytes marked by Acan or Prg4 results in mild 241 

OA that resolves over time, or no OA (Masson et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016). To further 242 

discriminate the role of Acan+ chondrocytes in comparison to Grem1-lineage CPs in OA, we 243 

compared the OA phenotype caused by ablation of each cell population using similar genetic 244 

models and induction regimens. In Acan-creERT;DTR mice, immunofluorescent staining for 245 

ACAN showed strong expression in the more mature chondrocytes 2-3 cells below the 246 

articular surface, with limited expression in cells at the articular surface (Figure S5F). 247 

Fortuitously, DT injection into the knee joints of Acan-creERT;DTR mice caused ablation of 248 

the ACAN-bright chondrocyte population, while the leaving the articular surface layer 249 

relatively intact, and thereby enabled us to assess ablation of the ACAN-bright chondrocytic 250 
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cells. DT treatment of Acan-creERT;DTR mice caused a significant decrease in ACAN-251 

expressing cells, but only a comparatively mild numerical increase in OA pathology 252 

scoring at 26 weeks that was not statistically significantly different to saline treated controls 253 

(Figure S5F-G). The overall average OA score in Acan-lineage ablated mice was 0.5 (+/- 254 

0.25, st.dev.) in comparison to 1.75 (+/- 0.68) in the Grem1-TdT-DTR mice treated with 255 

DT (Figure S5D-G). These data are consistent with previous Acan- and Prg4- 256 

chondrocyte ablation experiments reported to generate mild or insignificant OA (Masson et 257 

al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016). Given these differences, we note that OA is not just a disease 258 

of mature chondrocyte loss, but is also likely also a failure of local progenitor regeneration. 259 

 260 

We next used flow cytometry to isolate Grem1-lineage cells from early adult mice and 261 

implanted them into recipient mice that had undergone DMM surgery via intra-articular 262 

injection. This initial effort to implant Grem1-lineage cells was hindered by inefficient 263 

homing to and/or survival of the cells in the AC (Figure S5H-I). Thus, we subsequently 264 

studied how to preserve this important population through normal aging (Figure 2) or injury 265 

associated (Figure 1) attrition that could be key for OA prevention. 266 

 267 

Grem1-lineage single cell transcriptomics revealed a distinct population of articular 268 

chondrocytes 269 

We applied scRNAseq analysis to characterise FACS-isolated early adult Grem1-lineage CP 270 

cells from the epiphysis proximal to the GP and compared to Grem1-lineage cells within the 271 

GP, as well as age-matched skeletal cells defined by the Lepr lineage (Figure S6A and S6B). 272 

Unsupervised clustering of our pooled scRNAseq data revealed 6 distinct cell clusters: five 273 

Grem1-lineage (AC1-2, GP1-3) and one Lepr cluster (Figure 6A, 6B and S6C-S6E). 274 

Though there were substantial similarities in transcript expression in the articular surface and 275 
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GP cells, clusters within the Grem1-lineage cells in the articular surface could also be 276 

separated by differential transcript expression from those in the GP (Figure 6A, 6B, S4F and 277 

Table S1). Of the Grem1-lineage cells, AC cluster 1(AC1) showed differential expression of 278 

a cytoprotective marker, Clusterin (Connor et al., 2001), and early chondrogenic 279 

differentiation marker, Integral membrane protein 2A (Van den Plas and Merregaert, 2004); 280 

AC cluster 2 (AC2) the hypertrophic chondrocyte marker Col10a1 (Kielty et al., 1985) and 281 

early chondrocyte marker Sox9(Lefebvre et al., 2019); GP cluster 1 (GP1) and 2 (GP2) the 282 

cartilage angiostatic factor Chrondromodulin-1 (Cnmd), known for its role in endochondral 283 

ossification and bone formation (Shukunami and Hiraki, 2001; Zhu et al., 2019), melanoma 284 

inhibitory factor (Mia) (Bosserhoff and Buettner, 2002) and Matn3 which encodes an ECM 285 

protein that regulates cartilage development and homeostasis (Jayasuriya et al., 2012) while 286 

GP1 also expressed cartilage differentiation marker Serpina1 (Boeuf et al., 2008); GP cluster 287 

3 (GP3) expressed cartilage degeneration marker Mmp13 (Burrage et al., 2006) (Figure 6B, 288 

S6E and Table S1). Consistent with previous studies, this included enrichment of the AC 289 

marker, Lubricin (Prg4), in AC compared to GP Grem1-lineage cells (Kozhemyakina et al., 290 

2015) (Figure S6G). Immunofluorescence staining of tissue samples from two week lineage 291 

traced Grem1-TdT mice showed overlap between articular Greml-lineage CP and PRG4 292 

expressing cells (12.6% of the articular cartilage double positive), but the Greml-lineage cells 293 

were largely distinct from COL2-expressing chondrocytes in the calcified zone (<0.1% 294 

articular cartilage cells double positive for Grem1-lineage and COL2, Figure 6C). Most 295 

Grem1-lineage cells separately prepared from whole bone expressed the defining marker of 296 

mSSC, CD200(Chan et al., 2015) (Figure S6H), but only 19% of Grem1-expressing cells 297 

from the articular surface had a transcriptomic profile consistent with the mSSC 298 

immunophenotype (Figure S6I and S6J). This indicates that Grem1-lineage CP in the 299 
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articular surface and mSSC in the GP partially overlap, but the articular surface Grem1-300 

lineage population is distinct.  301 

 302 

Target for OA therapy identified through single cell transcriptomics  303 

Next, we investigated gene expression associated with cartilage development and 304 

regeneration across the scRNAseq data set. Forkhead box protein-o (Foxo) genes have 305 

important roles in apoptosis, cell-cycle progression, resistance to oxidative-stress and 306 

maintenance of stem cell regenerative potential (Miyamoto et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011). 307 

We observed that Foxo1 expression was highly correlated with Grem1 expression (p<0.0001) 308 

in articular CP cells in our scRNAseq data (Matsuzaki et al., 2018) (Figure 6D), with Foxo1 309 

expression also significantly increased in the AC compared to GP Grem1-lineage populations 310 

(Figure S7A). At the protein level, the majority of FOXO1 expressing cells in the adult AC 311 

were Grem1-lineage cells, while there were very few FOXO1 expressing Grem1-lineage cells 312 

observed in the GP (Figure S7B). To determine whether Foxo1 expression was essential for 313 

survival of Grem1 articular CP cells and prevention of OA, Grem1-TdT mice were crossed to 314 

Foxo1fl/fl mice, to produce Grem1-TdT-Foxo1 conditional knock-out mice. Grem1-TdT-Foxo1 315 

mice were administered tamoxifen at 6 weeks of age to induce Foxo1 deletion in Grem1-316 

lineage cells and sacrificed at 26 weeks (Figure 7A). Significantly fewer Grem1-lineage AC 317 

but not GP cells were observed in Grem1-TdT-Foxo1 mice, in comparison to age-matched 318 

Grem1-TdT controls, and the resulting increased OA pathology resembled Grem1-319 

creERT;DTR DT ablation (Figure 7B-7D and S7C). This suggested that Foxo1 was 320 

important to maintain adult Grem1-lineage articular CP cells and, by extension, AC integrity. 321 

Interestingly, Grem1-TdT-Foxo1 mice administered tamoxifen in the early neonatal period 322 

(Day 4-6) developed drastic Grem1-lineage articular CP cell loss, more severe OA pathology 323 

and decreased AC thickness, in comparison to age-matched Grem1-TdT controls and Grem1-324 
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TdT-Foxo1 animals induced with tamoxifen in early adulthood (Figure S7D and S7E). This 325 

indicates the crucial role for Foxo1 in AC development of the Grem1-lineage CP cell 326 

population, as well as in adult AC maintenance.  327 

To discover molecular targets in Grem1-lineage articular CP cells for OA therapy we 328 

focussed on fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signalling, given the role of this pathway in 329 

regulating chondrogenesis (Ornitz and Marie, 2015). Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 330 

(Fgfr3) was expressed both in Grem1-lineage GP and articular CP populations. Aware of the 331 

important role for fibroblast growth factor 18 (FGF18) as a key agonist of FGFR3 as an 332 

experimental treatment for OA (Liu et al., 2007), we investigated the impact of exogenous 333 

FGF18 on Grem1-lineage AC stem cells in vivo. Adult Grem1-TdT mice induced with 334 

tamoxifen were injected intra-articularly with 0.5μg FGF18 or PBS twice weekly for 2 weeks 335 

and concurrently administered EdU to label newly proliferating cells (Figure S7F). FGF18 336 

treatment resulted in a significant increase in both the number of EdU+ Grem1-lineage 337 

articular CP cells and AC thickness, suggesting FGF18 induces AC chondrogenesis in the 338 

adult knee via increased Grem1-lineage articular CP cell proliferation (Figure S7G and 339 

S7H). Notably, very few EdU+ cells were found in the hypertrophic chondrocyte zone, 340 

suggesting that the neo-cartilage arises from the articular CP population. To determine 341 

whether FGF18 can also rescue OA pathology, we used ColVII to induce OA and then intra-342 

articularly injected Grem1-TdT mice with 0.5μg FGF18 or PBS twice weekly for 2 weeks. 343 

FGF18 injection resulted in a significant increase in Grem1-lineage CP cells and AC 344 

thickness in treated joints compared to PBS controls and a significant reduction in OA 345 

pathology (Figure 7E-7G). This suggested that exogenous FGF18 alleviates OA through 346 

increased Grem1-lineage CP cell proliferation.  347 

 348 

DISCUSSION 349 
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OA, like other degenerative diseases, can be viewed as the dysfunction of mature cartilage 350 

cells or the result of an imbalance in stem-progenitor cell repair and renewal. Previous studies 351 

have shown functional cartilage cell dysfunction/death results in OA, here we show that 352 

ablation of a restricted progenitor population can cause OA without disturbing the broader 353 

population of differentiated chondrocytes.  354 

While stem cell therapy for OA using traditional MSC populations has shown promise in 355 

reducing pain and stiffness, it does not effectively repair normal AC (Feczko et al., 2003; 356 

Hangody and Fules, 2003). Several research teams, including our own, have recently 357 

described SSCs with lineage potential restricted to cartilage, bone and stroma that are 358 

promising candidates for joint disease treatment (Chan et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 2020; 359 

Worthley et al., 2015). In this study, we show that Grem1 -lineage CP cells contribute to 360 

neonatal generation of the AC and are pivotal to AC maintenance in adulthood. In vitro, the 361 

articular Grem1-lineage cells display clonogenicity and multi-potent differentiation 362 

properties associated with stemness, however a complete assessment of their potential stem 363 

cell properties and lineage hierarchy using in vivo transplantation studies (Chan et al., 2015; 364 

Chan et al., 2018) remains to be undertaken.  365 

The position of adult Grem1-lineage traced cells on the superficial surface of the AC, and 366 

subsequently in deeper layer chondrocytes and subchondral bone, is consistent with previous 367 

descriptions of chondrocytic label retaining progenitors and the Prg4 (encoding lubricin) 368 

lineage where tracing began from birth or in juvenile mice, not adults as investigated here 369 

(Kozhemyakina et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017). A key difference between the Prg4- and Grem1-370 

lineages in the tibio-femoral joint is that unlike Prg4-, Grem1- also gives rise to cells in the 371 

growth plate (Kozhemyakina et al., 2015). Although the AC and GP are both broadly 372 

constituted by chondrocytes, these structures form quite differently and have differing roles 373 

in skeletogenesis (Candela et al., 2014; Decker, 2017), with the AC being the primary site of 374 
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OA pathology. Our focus has been on the articular Grem1-lineage population and superficial 375 

chondrocytes as this is the site of early OA-like changes. We cannot discount, however, that 376 

the GP Grem1-lineage CP cells may also contribute to the articular phenotypes observed and 377 

have not examined whether Grem1-lineage subchondral bone populations arise from GP or 378 

AC progenitors or both. We show that some, but not all, acutely labelled Grem1-lineage 379 

articular cells express Prg4/PRG4 and are distinct from the COL2-expressing chondrocytes 380 

of the calcified zone. Other key differences between the Grem1-lineage and that of the 381 

broader chondrocytic population marked by Acan include the extent and location of labelled 382 

lineage cells (Figure 2B and S3B), clonogenicity and differential potential ex vivo (Figure 383 

3A-3F) and response to injury (Figure 1B-F), such that Grem1- but not Acan-lineage cells 384 

were lost in the early OA-like phenotype induced by DMM surgery. Ablation of Grem1-385 

lineage CP cells in the knee joint causes OA, with a much milder to no phenotype observed 386 

using identical induction protocols and similar transgenic mouse models to ablate Acan-387 

lineage cells (Figure S5D-G). Likewise, as FOXO1 expression is restricted to the superficial 388 

chondrocytes of the AC (Figure S7B), genetic deletion of Foxo1 in Grem1-lineage cells 389 

effectively depletes FOXO1 expression in the articular surface, rather than deeper 390 

chondrocytic layers and results in OA (Figure 7A-D). This suggests the Grem1-lineage is a 391 

specific subset of the total chondrocyte population that may be lost early in the disease 392 

process. We acknowledge that OA can be caused by dysfunction of mature cartilage cells, but 393 

here also highlight the important function of a specific chondrocyte progenitor population 394 

marked by Grem1. This is supported by phenotypic differences resulting from adult Prg4 and 395 

Grem1-lineage ablation. Loss of both Prg4- and Grem1-lineage populations resulted in 396 

decreased superficial chondrocytes, however cartilage deterioration and OA histological 397 

features only occurred following loss of Grem1-, and not Prg4-, lineages (Zhang et al., 2016) 398 

(Figure 5). 399 
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 400 

Similar to mSSC cells (Murphy et al., 2020), Grem1-lineage articular CP cells were 401 

depleted with age (Figure 4). Using two mouse models of OA, we found that Grem1-lineage 402 

CP cells in the knee joint were lost in disease (Figure 1). For the first time, we also report 403 

that functional ablation of Grem1-lineage articular CP cells, or genetic deletion of Foxo1 in 404 

Grem1-lineage cells, in early adult mice led to significant and rapid OA (Figure 5,7). As 405 

efforts to reintroduce Grem1 articular CP cells would be a natural first step to therapeutics, 406 

our initial efforts were not successful (Figure S5F-G) and future efforts using a bio- scaffold 407 

with factors to stimulate enhanced chondrogenesis are warranted. scRNAseq analysis 408 

identified separate populations of Grem1-lineage cells within the AC and GP structures, that 409 

provided an insight to the restricted commitment of each population of cells. FGF18 410 

treatment induced proliferation of Grem1-lineage articular CP cells and reduced OA 411 

pathology, presenting a strong candidate for further clinical trials of OA prevention and 412 

therapy for early disease.  413 

We propose that the initial stage of OA can be predisposed by inadequate reserves of, or 414 

injury to, articular CP cells (accompanied by surface proteoglycan loss and fibrillation), 415 

followed by the apoptotic death of further CP cells, causing the inability to regenerate 416 

articular cartilage. This study reframes OA as a degenerative disease that can result from CP 417 

cell loss and provides a new focus for OA therapy. 418 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 455 

 456 

Figure 1. Grem1 CP cells are depleted in OA.  457 

(A) Representative image of knee joint from 8 week old Grem1-TdT mice administered tamoxifen at 458 

6 weeks of age showing the location of Grem1 cells in growth plate (GP), subchondral bone (SB) and 459 

articular cartilage (AC).  460 

(B) Experiment schema. DMM surgery was performed on adult Grem1-TdT, Acan-TdT and Lepr-TdT 461 

mice and tissue harvested after 8 weeks.  462 

(C) Representative image of proteoglycan loss, and  463 

(D) osteophyte-like formation (red dotted line) stained with Toluidine blue and Fast green in DMM 464 

with paired normal for comparison. 465 

(E) Representative images of paired distal femur joints of Grem1-TdT (top), Acan-TdT (middle) and 466 

Lepr-TdT (bottom) mice showing a decrease in Grem1-lineage cells within the AC DMM injury site 467 

(arrows) compared to normal.  468 

(F) Quantification of Grem1-, Acan- and Lepr-lineage cells as a percentage of total chondrocytes 469 

within the DMM injury site (�) in comparison to no surgery (�) control. n=4-5 individual animals 470 

per group, Paired t test.  471 

(G) ColVII induced OA experiment schema.  472 

(H) Representative images of Grem1-TdT distal femur joints showing loss of Grem1-lineage AC cells 473 

as indicated by arrows within the injury site (top), and OA pathology induced by ColVII compared to 474 

PBS control. Sections stained with Toluidine blue and Fast green, arrows indicate superficial lesions. 475 
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(I) Quantification of the percentage of Grem1-lineage cells per HPF showing significant loss of 476 

Grem1 AC cells (left) and, unblinded histopathological assessment using OARSI grading showing 477 

significant increase in OA pathology (right) in ColVII induced OA (�) compared to PBS controls (�). 478 

Unpaired t test.  479 

(J) Representative images of TUNEL staining showing increased apoptosis in articular Grem1-480 

lineage cells. 481 

 (K) Quantification of the number of Grem1-lineage TUNEL positive cells in ColVII induced OA (�) 482 

compared to PBS control (�) showing a significant increase in articular Grem1-lineage cell death. 483 

Unpaired t test.     484 

 485 

 486 

Figure 2. Grem1 marks a chondrogenic progenitor population in the AC with osteoblastic 487 

lineage potential  488 

(A) Experimental schema. 489 

(B) Representative images of AC from Grem1-TdT (top row) and Acan-TdT (middle row) mice 490 

administered tamoxifen at P4 - P6 of age, and age paired Lepr-TdT (bottom row) mice analysed at 491 

indicated times using fluorescence microscopy. n=5 animals per group per time point.  492 

(C) Histological analysis of distal femur from neonatal tamoxifen Grem1-TdT, Acan-TdT and Lepr-493 

TdT pulse-chase for 20 weeks. Representative IF staining of Grem1 (top row), Acan (middle row) and 494 

Lepr (bottom row) cells expressing OCN, SOX9 and COLX (indicated by yellow arrows). 495 

Subchondral bone (SB), articular cartilage (AC) and meniscus (M).  n=3 animals per group.  496 

 497 

 498 

Figure 3. Grem1-lineage cells have multilineage differential potential 499 

 (A) Experimental schema.  500 
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(B) Articular joints, outlined in yellow, were used to isolate red cells for in vitro assays using flow 501 

cytometry. Pooled cells from n=3 animals per cell population were seeded at clonal density with 22 – 502 

24 clones per cell population assayed.  503 

(C)  Percentage of Grem1-lineage (white) clones able to undergo expansion compared to Acan-504 

lineage (grey) clones.  505 

(D) Number of CFU-F formed per clone, each data point represents an individual clone.  506 

(E) Representative images of Grem1-lineage cells stained for CFU-F or differentiation markers 507 

Alizarin Red (osteo), Alcian blue (chondro) and Oil Red O (adipo).  508 

(F) Number of clones that had undergone osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic differentiation 509 

quantified as a percentage of the total number of clones isolated.  510 

(G) Experimental Schema (right). Tamoxifen was administered to Grem1-TdT mice at 6 weeks of age 511 

and pulse-chased for 12 months. Quantification of the total number of Grem1-lineage cells within the 512 

superficial and calcified zones as a percentage of the total number of chondrocytes within the AC at 8 513 

weeks (�), 10 weeks (�), 18 weeks (�), 32 weeks (�) and 58 weeks (�) of age showing a 514 

significant increase in Grem1-lineage AC cell contribution to the calcified zone with age (left). n=3-4 515 

mice per time point, each data point represents an individual animal. 516 

(H) Representative images of adult articular joint showing H&E of zonal organisation of 517 

chondrocytes in the superficial zone (SZ), non-calcified zone (NCZ) and calcified zone (CZ) and 518 

Grem1-lineage AC cells moving towards the CZ from 8 weeks (middle) to 32 weeks (right) of age. 519 

Superficial chondrocytes indicated with yellow arrows. c, f, Fisher’s exact test, d, unpaired t test, 520 

g,Two-way Anova Tukey’s test.  521 

 522 

 523 

Figure 4. Grem-1lineage articular CP cells are lost with age 524 

(A) Experimental schema.  525 
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(B) Representative images of the articular knee joint collected at indicated times. An increased 526 

number of Grem1-lineage cells were observed in the subchondral bone area indicated by yellow 527 

arrows at 58 weeks of age.  528 

(C) Quantification of the total number of Grem1-lineage articular chondrocytes as a percentage of the 529 

total number of articular chondrocytes showing a significant decrease in Grem1-lineage articular 530 

chondrocytes with age. n=3-4 animals per time point, data point represents an individual animal 531 

analysed. One-way Anova Tukey’s test.  532 

(D) Experiment schema. 533 

(E) Representative images of Grem1-lineage articular cells within the articular joints of mice at 534 

different postnatal stages, n=4-5 animals per time point.  535 

(F) Quantification of the total number of Grem1-lineage articular chondrocytes as a percentage of the 536 

total cells per high power field (HPF) in different postnatal stages showing a significant loss of 537 

Grem1-lineage AC cells in aged articular knee joints. Data point represents an individual animal 538 

analysed. One-way Anova Tukey’s test.  539 

 540 

Figure 5. Targeted ablation of Grem1 cells causes OA 541 

(A) A new knock-in Grem1 ablation mouse (Grem1-Td-DTR) was generated and used to investigate 542 

the role of the Grem1 in the AC. Schematic showing the Grem1-Td-DTR knock-in construct (top) and 543 

experimental outline involving targeted ablation of Grem1-expressing cells in the AC achieved via 544 

intra-articular injection of DT into adult Grem1-Td-DTR mice (bottom).  545 

(B) Representative images of early adult mice articular joints treated with PBS or DT stained with 546 

anti-RFP.  547 

(C) Quantification of Grem1 AC cells as a percentage of the total number of AC chondrocytes in PBS 548 

(blue) or DT treated (red) Grem1-Td-DTR mice, showing a significant decrease with DT indicative of 549 

successful ablation of Grem1 cells. Welch’s t test.  550 

(D) Representative images of ColX staining of Grem1-Td-DTR joints from WT and HOM DT-treated 551 

animals. Boxed regions indicate loss of ColX chondrocytes following ablation of Grem1-expressing 552 

articular cells in HOM DT treated mice.  553 
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(E) Blinded scoring of average OA score following 3 days of targeted ablation of Grem1 AC cells in 554 

homozygous Grem1-Td-DTR mice showed a significant increase in OA pathology compared to 555 

controls. Each data point represents an individual animal analysed, n=4-9 per group. One-way Anova 556 

Tukey’s test. 557 

(F – I) Representative image of DT treated articular joint of Grem1-Td-DTR mice stained with Tol 558 

blue and fast green showing pathological changes commonly associated with OA F, loss of 559 

proteoglycan in the AC indicated by yellow arrows, G, hypertrophic chondrocytes, G, SB invasion, 560 

and I, meniscus pathology. 561 

(J) Representative images of Grem1-Td-DTR joints from WT treated with DT, and HOM treated with 562 

PBS or DT, stained with Safranin O (top) or Tol Blue (bottom) and fast green showing proteoglycan 563 

loss as indicated by decreased staining intensity with the orange (Safranin O, yellow arrowheads) and 564 

purple (Tol Blue) stains in HOM DT-treated animals. HOM DT-treated also showed signs of AC 565 

damage indicated by red arrows. Red boxes represent OA pathology indicated in F – I.  566 

 567 

 568 

Figure 6. Grem1-lineage single cell transcriptomics revealed a distinct population of articular 569 

chondrocytes  570 

(A)  Single cell RNA (scRNA) sequencing data showed distinct clusters of cells isolated from the AC 571 

and GP of Grem1-TdT mice compared to Lepr-lineage cells isolated from the Lepr-TdT mice.  572 

(B) Heat map depicting unsupervised clustering of top 10 differentially expressed transcripts between 573 

the different clusters in (A).  574 

(C)  Representative images of IF staining of Grem1-TdT joints induced at 6 weeks and collected at 8 575 

weeks old. Red squares highlight regions of interest with positive staining. COL2 staining of the AC 576 

showed little overlap between COL2 expressing chondrocytes and Grem1-lineage cells (yellow). 577 

PRG4 staining of the AC however, showed a larger population of Grem1-lineage cells expressing 578 

PRG4 (yellow). Quantification of total COL2, PRG4 and Grem1-lineage cells represented as a 579 

percentage of total AC chondrocytes. Only cells that were positive for DAPI were counted to ensure 580 

that only live cells were quantified. The percentage of Grem1-lineage cells that express COL2 was 581 
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<0.1%, indicative of 2 distinct populations of cells. 64% of AC chondrocytes expressed PRG4 and 582 

about half of the Grem1-lineage cells also express PRG4. Quantification performed using n=5 animals 583 

per group. 584 

(D) Grem1-lineage AC cells co-expressed genes important for AC function (Foxo1) and receptor 585 

(Fgfr3) for FGF18 treatment. Chi-Square correlation analysis confirmed co-expression of Foxo1 and 586 

Fgfr3 in Grem1 expressing cells (p=0.00113).  587 

 588 

 589 

Figure 7. OA can be caused by loss of Foxo1 in Grem1-lineage CP cells and partially rescued by 590 

FGF18 treatment. 591 

(A) Experiment schema.  592 

(B) Representative images of fluorescent Grem1 lineage tracing in the articular joint with or without 593 

Foxo1 deletion (top) with OA lesions highlighted using red arrows, and Toluidine blue and Fast green 594 

stain (bottom) with arrows indicating cartilage lesions and chondrocyte disorganisation. n=5 animals 595 

per group.  596 

(C) Percentage of Grem1-lineage articular cells per HFP in control Grem1-TdT mice (�) compared to 597 

Grem1-TdT-Foxo1 mice (�) showed a significant decrease in Grem1-lineage cells with loss of Foxo1.  598 

(D) Unblinded histopathological OARSI scoring showed a significant increase in OA score in Grem1-599 

TdT-Foxo1 mice (�) compared to Grem1-TdT mice (�). Each data point represents an individual 600 

animal analysed.  601 

(E) Experimental schema.  602 

(F) Representative images of joints from Grem1-lineage mice with ColVII induced OA with or 603 

without FGF18 treatment with arrows indicating injury site (fluorescence, top), toluidine blue and fast 604 

green stained showing proteoglycan loss and lesions indicated by arrows (bottom).  605 

(G) Quantification of the percentage of Grem1-lineage cells showed a significant increase with 606 

FGF18 treatment (left) which resulted in a delay in OA progression (middle) and rescued AC 607 
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thickness (right). n=5-6 animals per group, each data point represents an individual animal analysed. 608 

All statistical analyses Unpaired t test.    609 

 610 
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